RED HAWK ROAD

COMPACT YET
POWERFUL.
The Red Hawk Road is the true heavy hitter in CP’s Red Hawk range.

IMPACT ENERGY

The unique design combines an ultra-compact 25 x 108 mm (1 x 4-1/4 in)

60 J (44 ft-lb)

shank* with 60 J of power at the tool tip, delivering enough impact

BLOW FREQUENCY

energy to handle silica-rich rocks and reinforced concrete. It all adds

1,440 bpm

up to the same power-to-weight ratio as many pneumatic and hydraulic

WEIGHT

breakers, but without being tied down to a power source or hoses.

22 kg (48.5 lb)*

Applications include breaking concrete and asphalt, sidewalk service,

LENGTH

pothole repair/tamping, installing post signs/barriers and fences, and

743 mm (29.3 in)*
VIBRATION LEVEL
2
(23 ft/s2)

digging frozen or hard ground.

7.0 m/s
*Model with 25 x 108 mm
(1 x 4-1/4 in) shank. Other shank
sizes available.

People.
Passion.
Performance.
4

EXPOSURE LIMIT VALUE

5 hours per day

Red Hawk Road

SERVICE ACCESS
Top compartment opens
for easy access to
change the filter.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Vibration-reducing
handles allow operators
to work longer with less
fatigue. Hand throttle also
provides excellent control.

EASY SETUP
AND HANDLING
The compact, portable design
requires no cables, hoses or
external power sources. It’s
ideal for applications where you
change locations frequently.
QUICK STARTING
Spring-loaded kill switch
springs back into the
starting position, so the tool
is ready when you pull the
cord on the recoil start.
FRONT EXHAUST
Exhaust is ported at the
front of the tool, away
from the operator.

MULTIPLE USES
An extensive range of tools
allows you to use the Red Hawk
Road for everything from cutting
and breaking to driving and
compacting.

HIGH POWER
The Red Hawk Road delivers a
combination of high percussive
energy and high blow frequency to
help you get the job done faster.

Authorised Dealers
Newtownbreda Industrial Estate | Cedarhurst Road | Belfast | BT8 7RH
T: 028 90640972 | enquirenow@breezemount.net | www.breezemount.net
Email construction.uk@cp.com or visit www.cp.com/en
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